
Trusts in Hong Kong
A trust is a legal instrument whereby a person or entity (“settlor”) transfers assets to another person or entity (“trustee”) to 
hold for the benefit of one or more persons (“beneficiaries”). Optionally, the settlor, a beneficiary or a third party may also be 
appointed as “protector” to oversee the management of the trust and to remove and appoint trustees.

Most settlors choose to appoint a professional trust company as the trustee. This way they can ensure that their trustees are 
specialists with local experience in trust formation and management. Alternatively, if they don’t want to relinquish control to 
professional trustees, they may set up a private trust company.

Roles in a trust

 Settlor

∙ The original owner of the assets that are
transferred into the trust. He/She transfers the
legal ownership of these assets to the trustee
who hold them on behalf of the beneficiaries.

∙ May choose to retain certain powers, such as
full or partial revocation, investment directions,
addition and removal of trustees, beneficiaries
and protector.

∙ May be one of the beneficiaries.

∙ May provide guidance to the trustee regarding
administration of trust and distribution of assets
to beneficiaries by letter of wishes.

Trustee

∙ The legal owner of assets that are settled into
trust by settlor.

∙ Has a fiduciary duty of care to the beneficiaries
to ensure the trust’s assets are managed in its
best interest.

∙ Has no beneficial rights over the trust’s assets.

∙ Can be compensated for trusteeship and
administration through a trustee fee.
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Protector
∙ Appointed through deed by settlor.

∙ Has a duty and right to monitor the trustee
and to receive information regarding the trust.

∙ May be given the right to remove and appoint
trustees.

Beneficiaries
∙ Benefits from trust’s assets under the terms of

the trust instrument.

∙ May have the right to information regarding  the
trust’s assets and its administration.
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How Alpadis can help
Alpadis Trust (HK) Limited (“Alpadis”) is a member of Alpadis Group, an international fiduciary services provider. Alpadis has a TCSP 
licence and is a registered professional trust company in Hong Kong. We offer comprehensive trust services as well as wealth 
management services.

A trust is a long-term instrument, and it requires careful planning to ensure equally long term benefits. Our Hong Kong based experts 
can help you to:

∙ Assess your needs and propose the solution that best
suits your requirements.

∙ Set up the trust for you, ensuring its full compliance with
all relevant reporting and disclosure regulations, while
maximizing confidentiality.

∙ Provide you with the full range of associated trust
services, including accounting, incorporation and
management of the underlying companies, liaison
with protectors, beneficiaries, etc.

∙ As an independent trustee services provider, Alpadis
will outsource the investment management of your
liquid assets to the institution of your choice, anywhere 
in the world.

Benefits of setting a trust...
With a trust you will be able to:

∙ Preserve and protect your family wealth and businesses.

∙ Protect minors or vulnerable family members.

∙ Facilitate smooth and efficient succession planning.

∙ Avoid probate or administration freeze of assets upon decease. 

∙ Consolidate and ensure efficient management of your assets.

∙ Benefit from strong confidentiality protection.

∙ Optimise your tax planning.

...in Hong Kong
A thorough modernization of the trust legislation has enabled 
Hong Kong to become one of the leading trust hubs in the 
world. 

Some of the benefits include:

∙ Trusts can be set up in perpetuity.

∙ Settlors can reserve the power of investment and
management of the trust assets for themselves.

∙ Forced heirship rules of foreign jurisdictions cannot be
enforced.

∙ Trusts will benefit from Hong Kong’s extensive network of
double taxation agreements.
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The information contained in this brochure is of a general 
nature only. It is not meant to be comprehensive and 
does not constitute legal or tax advice.




